This easy-to-use portal is your gateway to IMF publications and critical data. With 16,000+ publications and statistical datasets, eLibrary is the place to start your research.

**IMF eLibrary offers**

- Easy browsing and full-text searching tools
- A variety of reading formats for PC and mobile devices
- Integrated search function across statistical databases
- Custom book creation from saved content
- Copying and pasting to Microsoft Excel
- Annotation, citation, and sharing tools
- Alerts for new content
1. **Create your personalized profile on eLibrary**
   Creating a profile on eLibrary will allow you to access many unique features and research tools. You only need one profile to navigate through the eLibrary and related sites (AREAER database, IMF Bookstore, IMF Data, and Microsites).

   **Go to eLibrary.imf.org:**
   - Click on the “My eLibrary Login” button on the top right-hand corner of your screen
   - Click on the “Register User Name” link at the bottom of the page
   - Fill in the form and create a password
   - Click on the “Sign Up for Personalization” button at the bottom of the page.

2. **Browse the eLibrary**
   The top navigation bar allows you to browse the eLibrary by New Releases, Countries, Topics, Series, and Authors. For example, clicking on Topics will provide a dropdown window with the main topics. Hovering over a topic will provide another menu showing the subtopics.

3. **Search Options**
   - **Quick Search:** For a general or quick search, simply type a word or phrase in the search box at the top of the page.
   - **Country/Subject Sites:** Click on Country Sites or Subject Site tabs on the top bar to explore collections on specific IMF topics and regional material.

   **To learn more about how to navigate the eLibrary, click on “HELP” to download the “Get Started Guide” or to watch a video in the eLibrary Learning Series.**

   **For more information email:** asmith2@imf.org